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I. Executive Summary 
 
Ohio drug courts receive millions of dollars in funding and are revered across the state, yet they 

remain understudied. In this report, Harm Reduction Ohio amplifies past drug court 

participants' voices in the statewide conversation about drug courts and highlights how Ohio 

drug courts impact their participants. We provide practical recommendations, based on 

participants’ experiences, to improve Ohio drug courts. 

 

Harm Reduction Ohio conducted a survey through social media of 105 former Ohio drug court 

participants to reflect and offer feedback on their drug court experiences. Of the 105 

responses, we conducted in-depth interviews of 18 participants who provided their contact 

information in their survey responses. The data and stories we collected illuminate the diverse 

ways drug courts impact participants.  

 

The survey data and interviews reveal that drug courts can positively impact participants’ drug 

use frequency and safety, as well as their overall mental health. However, many of the survey 

respondents also reported that these courts primarily focused on drug abstinence and rarely 

shared information on safer drug use or overdose prevention. Harm Reduction Ohio is troubled 

by this because over half of the respondents knew an Ohio drug court participant who fatally 

overdosed after leaving their program. Respondents who knew at least one person from drug 

court who fatally overdosed knew, on average, six individuals who fatally overdosed. 

 

 

Survey Highlights:  

→ Survey respondents predominantly used drugs less frequently and more safely during 

and after drug court.  

→ Ohio drug courts have the potential to positively impact their participants’ substance 

use and mental health, overall benefiting them. 

→ Ohio drug courts emphasize drug abstinence, often leaving little room for education 

and discussion of safer drug use. This leaves participants susceptible to overdosing. 

 

 

The stories we collected through interviews show that drug courts have positive impacts on 

participants’ lives. However, Harm Reduction Ohio is concerned about those who did not 

experience the same benefits. Many of our respondents reported troubling experiences that 

suggest that Ohio drug courts lack oversight, allowing some to treat participants unfairly in the 

name of individualized treatment plans. 
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Interview Highlights: 

→ Ohio drug courts benefit many of their participants by helping them maintain their 

sobriety, providing support, and sharing access to resources. 

→ Ohio drug courts have the potential to harm many of their participants when they 

have unsupportive treatment team members and inflexible approaches to treatment. 

 

 

Drawing from the survey results and in-depth interviews, Harm Reduction Ohio has created a 

list of actionable key recommendations to improve Ohio drug courts and better serve drug 

users. 

 

 

Key Recommendations:  
 

A. Ohio drug courts should integrate harm reduction into their programs. 

Drug courts should maximize their influence to educate their participants on safer 

drug use and provide naloxone to prevent overdoses. 

 

B. Ohio drug court treatment teams should have a continued commitment and focus 

on empathy in their interactions with participants. 

Treatment team members should understand addiction is a mental illness and 

approach participants with compassion and care. 

 

C. Participant preferences, needs, and religious beliefs should be considered in the 

design of their individualized treatment plans.  

Participants should feel empowered to express their treatment preferences, and their 

treatment plans should reflect their preferences.  

 

D.  Ohio drug courts should collect data on the decisions they make on behalf of their 

participants to ensure equitable treatment.   

While leaving flexibility for individualized (participant-informed) treatment, each Ohio 

drug court should make sure that every participant is treated equally. 

 

E. Ohio drug courts should be subject to greater oversight and accountability.  

There should be a formal process for drug courts participants to file complaints and 

have them reviewed.  
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F. Ohio drug courts should expand their data collection so that participants can be 

tracked long-term. 

There should be future research into Ohio drug courts’ impacts on those who exit 

their programs, either through graduation or termination. 

 

 

II. Introduction 
 

Federal, state, and local governments funnel money into drug courts across Ohio, and our 

leaders champion them as a solution to drug abuse. Yes, there is a lack of research assessing 

the data collected from Ohio drug courts. However, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of 

Ohio published a January 2021 report, “Are Drug Courts the Answer? In Ohio, it’s Hard to Tell: A 

Snapshot of the System,” providing an overview of drug courts. The report concluded that there 

are deficient data on drug courts, and there is insufficient transparency with the limited data 

available.1 Harm Reduction Ohio supports this conclusion and the ACLU of Ohio’s call to action 

to collect more information on Ohio drug courts.  

 

Harm Reduction Ohio is particularly concerned with the unexplored impacts of Ohio drug courts 

on their participants’ lives. The purpose of our study was to gain better understanding of  

 the varying ways in which drug courts affect their participants’ lives. We sought to answer 

questions surrounding drug courts’ effectiveness, beyond graduation and recidivism rates. For 

example, how do drug courts impact participants’ drugs of choice, drug use frequency, and drug 

use safety during and after their drug court experience? Do former participants think their drug 

court program helped or harmed them? What is the role of safer drug use and harm reduction 

in drug courts? By surveying and interviewing past drug court participants, we explored these 

questions and many others. “Ohio Drug Courts: Through Participants’ Eyes” sheds light on the 

experiences of those who have been participants in Ohio drug courts and whose lives have 

been shaped by their impacts. At the end of the report, we share key recommendations for 

Ohio drug courts, guided by the experiences gathered through our survey and interviews. 

 

This report includes potential triggers: drug abuse, overdose fatalities, sexual assault, and 

suicide.  
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III. Background 
 

A.  Drug Court Overview 

 

Drug courts, a type of specialized docket court, were first developed in 1989 in Miami-Dade 

County, Florida, to rehabilitate people with substance use disorders as an alternative to 

incarceration .2, 3  These courts quickly spread across the country as the opioid epidemic swept 

the U.S., relieving some of the mounting pressure on local courts.4 Defendants who are referred 

and accepted into drug court programs are filtered out of the traditional court processes and 

into a drug court where they receive court-mandated substance abuse treatment. Although 

there is no universal model for drug courts, they share common practices and goals.5 

 

Once participants are admitted into a drug court program, judges, case managers, and other 

officials supervise them. Treatment team members may also include prosecutors, public 

defenders, sheriffs, social workers, and treatment counselors. These teams determine 

participants’ sanctions and incentives based on their compliance with program requirements.6 

Sanctions may include jail time, more frequent random drug tests, and additional treatment 

sessions, such as group therapy and individual counseling. Incentives may include monetary 

incentives, fewer random drug tests, and fewer required treatment sessions. As participants 

progress, programs tend to decrease the intensity of their requirements and supervision. 

Participants typically graduate from drug courts in 12 to 18 months.7 Upon graduating, 

participants’ charges are often reduced or dismissed, providing an incentive to attend and 

complete drug courts.8 

 

B. Ohio Drug Courts 

 

There are 259 specialized docket courts across Ohio, and they operate in 61 of Ohio’s 88 

counties.9 Ohio has the second most specialized docket courts in the U.S., behind California.10 

These courts include drug, mental health, veterans’, family dependency, re-entry, and OVI 

dockets.11 While not every specialized docket court is nominally a “drug court,” they are all 

functionally similar because they involve court-mandated treatment. All specialized docket 

courts share comparable goals and approaches, while some are more tailored to specific 

populations.12 For this research and report, we refer to every specialized docket court that 

addresses substance use disorders as a drug court.  

 

Drug courts operate at different court levels. They exist in common pleas, municipal, county, 

juvenile, and family courts.13 Local, state, and federal budgets allocate money to drug courts 

across the state—millions of dollars flow into these programs. The Ohio Department of Mental 
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Health and Addiction Services (OhioMHAS) helps fund drug courts. OhioMHAS’ grant funding in 

the 2020 state budget increased by 50 percent to $7.5 million from 2019 to 2020, and it has an 

additional $10 million budgeted for 2021.14 

 

IV. Methodology 
 

Harm Reduction Ohio created and distributed a 

Qualtrics survey to collect data and experiences from 

former participants (see Appendix). After collecting 

demographic information, we asked questions about 

their drug use frequency and safety before, during, 

and after their drug court experience. Additionally, 

we asked participants how drug courts impacted 

them, what they perceive to be drug court’s 

priorities, and if they know anyone from drug court 

who has died of an overdose. We left an option for 

survey respondents to leave contact information if 

they wanted to be interviewed, and we reached out 

to many of those individuals to learn more about 

their experiences.   

 

We distributed our survey through Facebook posts and ads. Many of our harm reduction 

partners across the state also shared our survey via social media. We offered ten dollars to 

survey respondents as tokens of appreciation for sharing their time and stories with us. We 

received a total of 105 responses, representing drug courts in 36 of Ohio’s 88 counties (Figure 

1). Thirty-one respondents used the open-response section at the end of the survey to share 

their stories in greater detail. We left an option for survey respondents to leave contact 

information if they agreed to an interview. Thirty-one people left their information, and we 

were able to make contact and conduct an interview with 18 (52.9%). Each interview lasted 

approximately 45 minutes.  

 

Limitations: The survey responses are part of a convenience sample. They represent individuals 

who have access to technology, social media, or connections to harm reduction advocates 

across the state. The responses also do not include any past drug court participants who are 

currently incarcerated or have fatally overdosed. This means that the survey results may skew 

towards people with favorable drug court experiences. The experiences missing from the 

survey responses are not inconsequential—their stories also deserve to be told and considered 

in the context of Ohio drug courts. Though future research must be conducted, the results 

Figure 1 
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presented in this report are an important first step toward understanding drug courts from 

participants’ perspectives. 

 

V. Survey Data: Participants' Stories through Numbers 
 

Our survey collected self-reported demographic information from each respondent, 

information on their drug use, their reflections on the benefits (or lack thereof) of drug court, 

and the role of harm reduction in their drug court experience. The following data quantifies the 

impacts drug courts have had on their participants. 

 

A. Respondent Demographics 

 

 

• 94.2% of respondents were white (Figure 2). 

• 59.1% of respondents were women (Figure 3). 

• 80.0% of respondents have been diagnosed with a substance use disorder. 

• 79.8% of respondents completed their drug court programs. 

• 55.7% of respondents spent over a year in their drug courts.  

• The average year they participated was 2014.  

• The earliest year a respondent participated in a drug court was 1997, and the most 

recent year was 2021. 

• Before entering their drug courts, respondents primarily used heroin and 

methamphetamines.  

 

 

 
Figure 2            Figure 3 
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Our survey respondent population is only slightly more white than the Ohio adult drug court 

population, which is 85.1% white.15 Many drug courts exclude participants with lengthier 

criminal histories or with particular prior convictions.16 Black Americans are over-policed, 

overcharged, and over prosecuted; these drug court admission policies may in turn create 

unequal access to drug court programs.17 

 

B. Drug Use 

 

 
During drug court: 46.1% of respondents 

used drugs while they participated in drug 

court; 53.9% did not (Figure 4). 45.8% of 

those who used drugs during drug court 

reported that drug testing impacted the 

drugs they used. Many reported using 

drugs that would not show up on their 

drug tests while others reported using 

alcohol more frequently instead. One 

respondent stated that he used cocaine 

during his time in drug court because it 

wouldn’t last in his system as long as 

marijuana, his preferred substance.  

 

 

 

The majority (83.3%) of 

respondents who used drugs 

during drug court reported using 

less frequently than they did 

prior to entering drug court 

(Figure 5). Roughly half (48.9%) 

of those who used while in drug 

court reported using more safely 

than prior to entering drug court 

(Figure 6). The remaining half 

reported using just as safely 

(31.9%) or less safely (19.2%). 

 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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      Figure 6 

 

After drug court: 46.6% of respondents continued to use drugs after leaving drug court, while 

53.4% have not used drugs since leaving drug court (Figure 7). The majority (95.5%) of those 

who continued to use drugs do so more or as safely than they did before they entered drug 

court and 79.2% use the same drugs that they preferred before entering drug court (Figure 

8). Drug courts appear to have a minimal impact on the types of drugs that participants use 

after leaving the program. 

  

 

 
   Figure 7 
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    Figure 8 

 

→ Most respondents used drugs less frequently and more safely during 
and after drug court.  

 

C. Drug Court Reflections 
 

Nearly half (41.6%) of respondents strongly agreed that their drug court helped them manage 

their substance use (Figure 9), and 30.7% of respondents strongly agreed that their drug court 

programs helped them manage their mental health (Figure 10). 42.6% of respondents strongly 

agreed that drug court was beneficial to them (Figure 11). 

 

 
   Figure 9 
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Figure 10 
 

→ Ohio drug courts have the potential to positively impact participants’ 
substance use and mental health, overall benefiting them.  

 

   
Figure 11 
 

D. Harm Reduction 
 

Almost all respondents who used drugs during 

and after drug court have done so more safely 

than before they entered drug court. However, 

respondents largely strongly disagreed that 

drug court shared information about safer 

drug use (Figure 13), and they strongly agreed 

that their drug court’s top priority was 

abstinence (Figure 14.  The two do not need to 

be mutually exclusive: drug courts can 

emphasize both sobriety and safer drug use in 
Figure 12 
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case participants relapse. Only 27.1% responded that their drug court offered Naloxone 

(Narcan) to participants (Figure 12). 

 

 
Figure 13 

 
Figure 14 

→ Ohio drug courts emphasize drug abstinence without prioritizing safer 
drug use education.  

 

Over half (56.3%) of the respondents knew someone who had been in an Ohio drug court and 

fatally overdosed after leaving their program. Of the 44 people who indicated that they knew of 

a former drug court participant who fatally overdosed, 16 said they knew 6 people or more.  
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VI. Survey Responses and Interviews: Participants’ Stories 

through Narratives 
 

At the end of the survey, we left an open-response section for respondents to write about their 

drug court experience. We received 31 responses with more input about Ohio drug courts. We 

also left room for them to leave their contact information if they would like to be interviewed 

about their time in drug court. Thirty-four people provided their contact information, and we 

were able to schedule 18 interviews. Here, we will share the stories from the survey and 

interviews.  

 

A. Sobriety, Support, and Resources 

 

Everyone who participates in a drug court program has a unique experience. However, the 

stories about positive drug court experiences have common themes of maintaining sobriety, 

receiving support, and accessing resources. 

 

Drug courts have undeniably saved lives across Ohio. Drug courts have the potential to protect 

their participants from fatally overdosing because they require them to remain sober. To help 

participants maintain sobriety, drug courts often connect them to support resources and 

perform random drug tests. One respondent shared that: “Drug court is the only reason I am 

alive.” Being in a drug court program can give participants the opportunity to get sober and live 

healthier lifestyles. S.’s story depicts how drug courts hold participants accountable and 

encourage them to stay sober.  

 

S.’s Story: Finding Accountability and Support 

S. has participated in two drug courts that produced two drastically different experiences. 

During her first experience, she continued to use drugs during drug court. She was 

terminated from the program after the probation officer told the judge that there was “no 

hope” for her and that “[she] just wants to die.” This was deeply traumatic for S., and she felt 

as though she had no support or encouragement in the program. Her second experience in a 

different drug court was quite unlike the first: it saved her life, rather than making her 

question it. The judge told her that “[she’s] going to be somebody someday” and that he 

would not give up on her. That moment changed her life. It was the first time she felt l others 

believed in her and saw her worth. Having support from people invested in her well-being 

inspired her to prioritize sobriety. Drug court held her accountable in her sobriety through its 

encouragement and requirements. Hearing her progress celebrated in court made her more 
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determined to stay sober, and staying busy with required random drug screens, 

appointments, and meetings discouraged her from using drugs.  

 

Her caseworker also played a crucial role in helping her accomplish her goals. When she 

entered drug court, she did not have a home, car, or driver’s license, but her caseworker 

guided her through the processes and their complications to help her be stable and self-

sufficient. After participating in two different drug courts, S. believes that a positive 

atmosphere, helpful and understanding caseworkers and treatment team members, and 

individualized treatment plans create successful programs. She found that it is important for 

treatment team members to be non-judgmental and forgiving individuals who understand 

addiction as a disease. In her experience, helpful treatment team members do not treat 

participants like criminals; rather, they are empathetic to participants and see them as people 

struggling with mental illnesses and other challenges. S.’s most recent drug court and 

treatment team experience had all of these characteristics, and she graduated from the 

program and is now a residential assistant at a sober living facility.  

 

As S. experienced, drug courts may encourage and affirm individuals who never had support 

systems present in their lives. Feeling other people care about them can be life-changing for 

drug court participants. In one interview, an individual shared that a treatment team member 

encouraged her that she “could be a better person,” and that no one has ever believed in her 

like that prior to entering drug court. Every interviewee with positive feedback about their drug 

court experiences discussed how understanding and encouraging treatment team members 

motivated them. Patient and encouraging treatment team members can help guide participants 

through any obstacle they face, making a lasting difference in their lives. The following story 

illustrates the powerful role that empathetic treatment team members can play in participants’ 

lives. 

 

D.’s Story: Accessing New Opportunities 

D. spent over a year in drug court and found it to be an incredibly positive experience 

because of the resources and support she received. Her drug court program offered the 

opportunities she was seeking. For example, she found that drug court “would help [her] with 

anything [she] needed,” from giving her job references to paying off the reinstatement fee to 

get her license back. Drug court catalyzed her sobriety and empowered her to change her life. 

It inspired her to stop using drugs and acted as her support system. She felt that there was 

“always someone there” for her in drug court, and she formed meaningful connections with 

the treatment team members. In particular, she built a strong relationship with her probation 
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officer, her “biggest supporter.” She maintained these bonds with the treatment team 

members even after she was terminated from the program.  

 

Although D. was sober during drug court, she was not “ready to leave the lifestyle,” and she 

was charged with trafficking marijuana. As a result, D. was dismissed from drug court and 

went to prison for two years. However, even after leaving the program, she never felt the 

support of the treatment team waver. She still stays in contact with them, especially her 

probation officer. D. believes that her relationship with her probation officer is drastically 

different than most. She has found that probation departments can generally be inflexible 

and unempathetic. In contrast, she considers her drug court probation officer to be someone 

she can reach out to at any time for any reason—she believes that the people who work on 

drug courts genuinely want to help people. One aspect of drug court that she found to be 

especially positive is its flexible approach. She shared that there is never one path to 

treatment and sobriety that will work for everyone, so drug court allows its participants to 

personalize the program to their needs. This was key to her success. D. has been sober for 

almost four years after leaving drug court, and she would “do it all over again, even getting 

terminated.” 

 

Both S. and D. had treatment team members who helped guide them through changing living 

conditions, like finding homes and getting driver’s licenses. Drug courts often provide resources 

to their participants that they otherwise would struggle to access. Treatment team members, 

like caseworkers and probation officers, will often help participants navigate through court 

processes and any challenges that may arise. One interviewee advised that participants “should 

take advantage of drug court programs more” because many provide funding to get a degree, 

pay rent, or cover fines. A survey respondent shared that her drug court program helped her 

regain custody of her children, and another succinctly concluded: “drug court is life changing if 

you use it properly.” Drug court programs give participants access to resources that can 

connect them to new opportunities—resources that can transform their lives.  

 

B. Unsupportiveness, Inflexibility, and Abuse 

 

While many people who use drugs across Ohio have been positively impacted by drug courts, 

others have been harmed by them. Many participants who are critical of drug court programs 

cite issues stemming from unsupportive treatment team members, inflexible approaches to 

treatment, and power misuses. 
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Treatment team members’ attitudes towards drug court participants play a critical role in the 

impact of these programs. In over half of the interviews, past participants reflected that 

negative treatment team members produce negative outcomes. One individual shared how 

counselors who treated him “like a criminal” and did not view addiction as a mental illness 

discouraged him about his recovery. Another said that some of their counselors were apathetic 

and acted like there was no hope for them to recover. Multiple respondents expressed that the 

scare tactics and shaming they experienced during drug court were counterproductive to their 

treatment. One individual said that after leaving drug court, he suffered from post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) and anxiety because of his interactions with treatment team members. 

Treatment team members who emphasize punishment and negativity may harm participants’ 

drug court experiences and mental health.  

 

Further, some drug court programs have inflexible approaches to treatment. Drug courts are 

centered on keeping participants abstinent from drugs, and failure to abstain can result in jail 

time or termination from the program. Drug courts’ zero tolerance policies on drug use can 

impede on participants’ paths to recovery. As one survey respondent shared, drug court’s 

emphasis on abstinence “prevents transparency with mental health providers.” B., an 

interviewee, highlighted this particular downfall of drug court programs.  

 

B. also discussed the role of 12 step meetings in drug courts. She did not find them to be helpful 

in her recovery, but her drug court’s treatment team insisted that she attend them. B. is not 

alone in this criticism. One survey respondent expressed that there was “a lot of 12 step 

emphasis,” with which she disagreed. Another interviewee shared that they felt mandated to 

still attend 12 step meetings, even after they were sexually assaulted by an attendee. B. 

ultimately advised drug courts to not use a “one size fits all” approach to treatment, and to not 

coerce participants into attending 12 step meetings. Drug courts were designed to be flexible 

approaches to treatment; they should remain consistent in this principle and give their 

participants agency in deciding what works for their own recoveries.  

 

B.’s Story: Revealing a Flawed Design 

If B. had one word to describe her drug court experience, it would be “conflicted.” While her 

experience was largely positive, she observed injustices within her drug court program. She 

received preferential treatment from the staff members, and while the program coordinator 

trusted and listened to her, this was not the norm for all participants. She found that her drug 

court program was inflexible and that the treatment team’s decisions did not always help 

participants succeed. For example, her program required participants to attend 30 meetings 

in their first 30 days in drug court, but B. did not feel 12 step programs (e.g. NA) helped her. 
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She resisted attending the meetings, not because she was opposed to sobriety, but because 

she did not feel like they benefited her growth. She communicated this to staff members, and 

they allowed her to revise her treatment plan. However, B. shared that not everyone could 

advocate for themselves as she did, and even when they did, staff members did not always 

listen.  

 

B. also acknowledged that her drug court was designed with many barriers. Her program 

discouraged new participants from employment because of the intense time commitment 

required initially in the program, making it inaccessible for people who rely on their job for 

financial stability. The program also required frequent meetings and appointments, which 

were difficult to attend without transportation. B. found that her drug court had 

“unreasonable expectations” and filled its participants’ schedules. She does not think she 

would have been successful in her program if she did not have a pre-existing support system 

and a desire to get sober.  

 

During her time in drug court, B. witnessed people struggle in the program because they 

could not be completely honest with their counselors. This is because, in many cases, their 

counselors were part of the drug court treatment team and acted as the “long arm of law 

enforcement.” In B.’s experience, this minimized participants’ ability to be transparent about 

cravings or using drugs with their counselors out of fear of being punished. Punishment in 

drug court is no light threat—any progress a participant makes during drug court can be 

quickly discarded with one mistake. For example, B. watched one of her peers in drug court 

get sent to jail for six months for one relapse, even though they were close to graduating 

from the program. Because of the looming threat of punishment and incarceration, 

participants are often afraid to be vulnerable with their counselors, rendering treatment less 

effective.  

 

B. now works at a behavioral health agency, and with her personal and professional 

experience, she believes that drug courts need to move away from religious-based treatment 

like 12 step meetings. She is also critical of how mental health and treatment have become 

intertwined with the criminal justice system, resulting in less transparency between clients 

and counselors. B. ultimately believes in finding practical solutions to drug abuse instead of 

relying on institutions like drug courts: “preventing poverty is relapse prevention.” 

 

In survey responses and interviews alike, there were mixed criticisms of how drug courts treat 

medication-assisted treatment (MAT). One respondent shared that she wishes “they didn’t 

push MAT so much,” while M. faced the opposite problem and experienced “so much 
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pushback” when they requested to start MAT. M.’s story illustrates the challenges they faced 

in drug court when seeking the treatment they wanted. 

 

M.’s Story: Facing Unjust Treatment 

M. had an overarchingly negative experience in drug court, naming it “one of the most 

stressful and useless experiences in [their] life.” They disagree with how their drug court 

program was run because of its emphasis on abstinence and rejection of harm reduction and 

safer drug use principles. While their drug court said it championed “all paths to recovery,” 

M. found this to be untrue—M. felt as though their drug court had a narrow idea of what 

treatment should be. During their time in drug court, M. invested time and energy into 

advocating for their rights and autonomy, only to feel targeted by treatment team members.  

 

When M. asked to start MAT and go on suboxone, the treatment team members thoroughly 

discouraged them from doing so. They were never told that they had the right to pursue MAT 

were instead subject to intense questioning and intimidation. However, M. knew that the 

treatment team could not legally stop them from starting MAT, so they pursued it anyway. 

After M. started suboxone, other drug court participants expressed that they had also wanted 

to start suboxone, but thought they were not allowed because of how the treatment team 

discouraged it. M. advised them of their rights and told them that they could start MAT, 

despite any pushback they might face. Treatment team members told M. that they were “too 

influential,” and they asked M. not to speak to the other drug court participants.  

 

M. is also critical of how drug court gives justice officials power in the medical field. They 

shared that treatment team members can access participants’ entire medical histories and 

interfere with the doctor-prescribed medications that participants take. M. believes this is an 

overstep of power that is unwarranted by any qualifications or education. 

 

M. found their drug court’s treatment team members lacked empathy and an understanding 

of participants’ mental health and living conditions. For example, M. became suicidal and 

attempted to fatally overdose using cocaine and fentanyl. When their drug screens tested 

positive, they explained they used drugs as a suicide attempt and requested increased mental 

health attention. Instead, the treatment team put M. in jail, where officers refused them 

prescription medications they take for their mental health. M. found that treatment team 

members treat drug court participants like criminals, and when people leave the program, 

they wipe their hands of them. M. knows multiple people from drug court who overdosed 

and died as soon as they graduated from drug court.  
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M. feeling targeted by treatment team members is not an isolated incident. This is because 

drug courts are designed to be individualized, flexible programs that can meet the unique needs 

of each participant and community. While this individualization does not always empower 

participants to make choices about their own treatment plans, it empowers treatment team 

members to make subjective decisions on behalf of the participants. Without guidelines or 

consistency when choosing sanctions and incentives, treatment teams’ decisions may be 

impacted by bias. One interviewee expressed his frustrations with the unfairness of his drug 

court program: “they make up rules as they go” and “they treat everyone differently.” It is 

important to acknowledge that drug courts must allow for individualized treatment plans, as 

there is no single path to recovery. However, protocols must be in place to protect participants 

who feel unfairly targeted by biased treatment team members.  

 

Multiple survey respondents shared that they are traumatized from power abuses during their 

time in drug court. Respondents shared stories of affairs between treatment team members 

and participants, treatment team members physically abusing participants, treatment team 

members planting drugs on participants, and treatment team members acting and speaking 

inappropriately around participants. These stories call into question the integrity of drug court 

programs across the state and point to a greater need for oversight.  

 

VII. Key Recommendations 
 

Harm Reduction Ohio has six key recommendations for Ohio drug courts to consider 

implementing. These recommendations reflect the experiences of drug court participants, 

collected through our survey and interviews. While many drug courts have noble intentions by 

approaching drug users with treatment over incarceration, they can improve how they interact 

with their communities.   

 

A. Ohio drug courts should integrate harm reduction into their programs. Drug courts 

make drug abstinence their priority, rarely educating their participants on safer drug use 

and providing naloxone. While sobriety is a reasonable goal for drug courts, teaching 

safer drug use practices does not contradict this; rather, it enables participants to 

survive potential relapses. The National Drug Court Institute (NDCI) encourages drug 

court participants to have naloxone in case they overdose or someone in their 

community does.18 The NDCI also shared in their “Naloxone Factsheet for Drug Courts'' 

that drug court staff can provide overdose education and naloxone or can refer 

participants to local harm reduction partners.19   
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The Center for Court Innovation similarly advises drug courts to have candid 

conversations with their participants about overdose prevention.20 This may include 

discussions on how to use drugs safely and naloxone training. Drug courts should 

maximize their influence to educate their participants on safer drug use and provide 

naloxone to prevent overdoses. Drug courts are unique because of their community 

partners and resources: they are in an optimal position to connect their participants to 

life-saving education and supplies. This would have negligible risks and can coexist with 

drug courts’ emphasis on drug abstinence: research has shown that receiving overdose 

education and naloxone does not encourage drug use.21 Rather, it empowers individuals 

to save themselves and others in case of overdoses. Harm Reduction Ohio is an 

excellent resource for drug courts, as we have the passion and resources to provide 

programs with safer drug use education and naloxone.  

 

B. Ohio drug court treatment teams should have a continued commitment and focus on 

empathy in their interactions with participants. Nearly every interviewee named their 

treatment team’s attitude as influential in their drug court experience. Participants who 

felt supported and encouraged by their team found their time in drug court to be 

beneficial to their health; participants who felt shamed and misunderstood by their 

treatment team found drug court to be harmful to their wellbeing. Treatment team 

members should understand addiction is a mental illness and approach participants with 

compassion and care. Team members should hold each other accountable in their 

attitudes towards participants, and they may consider completing empathy workshops. 

Empathy towards drug users should also be a consideration when drug courts hire 

treatment team members. 

 

C. Participant preferences, needs, and religious beliefs should be considered in the 

design of their individualized treatment plans. Participants should feel empowered to 

express their treatment preferences, and their treatment plans should reflect their 

preferences. Ohio drug courts do not share standard or universal practices—this was an 

intentional design to give each participant a unique treatment plan to meet their 

specific needs. However, in practice, participants’ treatment plans do not always 

incorporate their treatment preferences. Multiple respondents discussed feeling 

pressured to attend 12 step meetings (NA and AA), even though they did not find them 

helpful and disagreed with their religious focus. If a participant does not believe that a 

component of their treatment plan is meeting their needs, they should not be forced to 

engage in it; rather, the treatment team should find a more suitable alternative. 

Similarly, Ohio drug courts should give their participants full autonomy in making 

decisions about MAT. They should neither feel pressured to receive nor not receive 
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MAT, and they should be allowed to choose which MAT medication they take. Ohio drug 

court treatment plans were created to be individualized, but flexibility is meaningless if 

participants lack input and autonomy over their own care.  

 

D. Ohio drug courts should collect data on the decisions they make on behalf of their 

participants to ensure equitable treatment. While leaving flexibility for individualized 

(participant-informed) treatment, each Ohio drug court should ensure that every 

participant is treated equally. Decisions about different participants should be logged 

and compared to ensure that everyone is treated equally. The National Association of 

Drug Court Professionals expects drug courts to monitor what sanctions and incentives 

they enforce for their participants to make sure that they are comparable across similar 

infractions and achievements.22 Ohio drug courts should take this step to safeguard 

against inequitable decision-making processes. 

 

E. Ohio drug courts should be subject to greater oversight and accountability. In survey 

responses and interviews, there were alarming reports of unresolved bias and abuse. 

There should be a centralized, accessible, and well-known way for participants to file 

complaints of discrimination and harm. The Supreme Court of Ohio’s Commission on 

Specialized Dockets, or a similar body, could receive and review these complaints. Drug 

courts were created to protect our communities against the trauma of incarceration and 

to treat people struggling with substance use disorders—we cannot ignore when 

participants are harmed by them. 

 

F. Ohio drug courts should expand their data collection so that participants can be 

tracked long-term. Our research is one of the first of its kind in examining Ohio drug 

courts from their participants’ perspectives. However, it cannot be the last. There are 

countless experiences left untold and untracked that can provide further insight into the 

long-term impacts of Ohio drug courts. We do not know how many former participants 

overdosed, and we do not know what happened in their lives after they left drug court. 

However, we cannot make conclusions about drug court programs’ long-term 

effectiveness, nor can we make changes to drug court programs that prevent future 

harm, without input from participants. There should be future research into Ohio drug 

courts’ impacts on those who exit their programs, either through graduation or 

termination—only then will we have a comprehensive understanding of drug courts’ 

effectiveness.  
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VIII. Conclusion 
 

While drug courts have been respected across the state as an effective approach to helping 

drug users facing criminal charges, they are not a perfect solution. Drug courts have undeniably 

positively transformed many Ohioans’ lives; they have also harmed their participants. We want 

to elevate the voices of those who have participated in drug courts—and their range of 

experiences—so their input can shape Ohio drug court practices and policies. 

 

Based on our survey data, it appears drug courts help decrease drug use frequency and increase 

drug use safety. They also help participants manage their mental health and substance use. 

However, the stories we collected through the open-ended response section and interviews 

add nuance to this picture. Drug courts can accomplish these positive outcomes by holding 

participants accountable in their sobriety, offering participants support and encouragement, 

and providing participants with resources to accomplish their goals. However, even when 

producing their desired results in participants (e.g. sobriety), drug courts still may negatively 

impact their participants through shaming, fear tactics, withholding autonomy in treatment, 

and inequitable decisions. 

 

Harm Reduction Ohio urges Ohio drug courts to implement our recommendations. They serve 

in the best interest of drug court participants. We also urge the Supreme Court of Ohio to 

create a body that advocates and protects drug court participants by receiving and investigating 

claims of bias and abuse. Further, we hope to see future research on the overdose rates of drug 

court participants. We cannot look at just drug courts’ success stories to determine their 

effectiveness.  

 

In the big picture, Harm Reduction Ohio advocates for a state where drug courts are no longer 

necessary. Drug courts reinforce and rely on drug criminalization. While they often support 

drug users trapped in the carceral system, we cannot accept them as the future of drug policy 

in Ohio. We must turn to a future where drug users do not have to wait for criminal charges 

before receiving mental health care, encouragement, and resources—a future where drugs are 

decriminalized, and drug use is destigmatized. 
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IX. About Harm Reduction Ohio 
 

Harm Reduction Ohio (HRO) is the state’s largest drug policy reform organization. HRO supports 

drug policies based on science, compassion, and human rights. HRO is Ohio’s largest Project 

DAWN program and largest distributor in Ohio of the overdose-reversing drug naloxone 

(Narcan). Through HRO’s statewide network of layperson distributors and free online service, 

HRO will distribute more than 25,000 naloxone kits—and reverse more than 1,000 overdoses— 

in 2021 alone. HRO’s membership consists primarily of the impacted population: people who’ve 

used and sometimes struggled with drugs and family members who have helped loved ones.  
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XII. Appendix: Qualtrics Survey 

 

Harm Reduction Ohio - Drug Court Participants Survey 

 
Q1 General Survey Information:  
 
What is the purpose of this survey?    
Harm Reduction Ohio is conducting research to better understand Ohio drug courts. This is the 
first statewide analysis of participants’ experiences in Ohio drug courts.    
    
Who should fill it out?    
If you have participated in an Ohio drug court for any amount of time, we would love to hear 
from you. We request that only past drug court participants complete the survey.    
    
How long will it take?    
The survey will take 5-10 minutes to complete.    
    
Do I have to answer every question?    
Every question is optional, but we would appreciate all the information you're willing to share!    
    
Are my answers anonymous?    
Yes, unless you decide to share your contact information at the end of the survey. Your 
information will be kept private and will not be used for other purposes.    
    
If you have questions, please contact allie@harmreductionohio.org. Thanks for your 
participation! 
 

 

 
Q2 What is your gender? 

o Male  

o Female  

o Non-binary  

o Other ________________________________________________ 

o Prefer not to say  
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Q3 What is your race? You may select more than one.  

o White  

o Black or African American  

o Native American  

o Asian or Pacific Islander  

o Other ________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
Q4 What is your current age? 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Q5 What is the highest level of school you have completed? 

o Less than high school diploma  

o High school diploma or GED  

o Trade/technical/vocational degree  

o Some college, no degree  

o Associate degree  

o Bachelor’s degree  

o Master’s degree or higher  
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Q6 What is your current employment status? You may select more than one. 

▢ Employed, full time  

▢ Employed, part time  

▢ Unemployed, looking for work  

▢ Unemployed, not looking for work  

▢ Homemaker  

▢ Student  

▢ Retired  

▢ Unable to work  
 

 

 
Q7 Have you been in drug court more than once? If so, how many times? Please answer the 
rest of the survey about your most recent experience. 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

 

 
Q8 In which county was your drug court located?  

▼ Adams County ... Wyandot County 
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Q9 Which best describes your drug court? If you're unsure, please skip this question. 

▼ Drug Court ... Drug - Women's Court 

 

 

 
Q10 What year(s) did you participate in drug court? If you're unsure, please provide an 
estimate.  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Q11 About how long did you participate in drug court? 

o Under a month  

o 1-3 months  

o 4-6 months  

o 7-9 months  

o 10-12 months  

o Over a year  
 

 

 
Q12 Did you complete drug court? If not, why?  

o Yes  

o No ________________________________________________ 
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Q13 Have you been diagnosed with a substance use disorder? 

o Yes  

o No  

o Unsure/don't know  
 

 

 
Q14 What does safer (less harmful) drug use mean to you?  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Q15 What drugs did you use when you entered drug court? Please include alcohol, if 
applicable. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Q16 Did you use any drugs during drug court? If so, which drugs? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

Skip To: End of Block If Did you use any drugs during drug court? If so, which drugs? = No 

 

 
Q17 Did drug testing affect the types of drugs you used during drug court? If so, how? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
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Q18 How would you describe your drug use during drug court? 

o I used drugs less frequently than I did before I entered drug court  

o I used drugs as often as I did before I entered drug court  

o I used drugs more frequently than I did before I entered drug court  
 

 

 
Q19 How would you describe your drug use safety during drug court? 

o I used drugs less safely than I did before I entered drug court  

o I used drugs as safely as I did before I entered drug court  

o I used drugs more safely than I did before I entered drug court  
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Q20 Select your level of agreement with each statement about your experiences during drug 
court. 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly agree 

Drug court 
helped me 
further my 
education.  

o  o  o  o  o  

Drug court 
helped me find 
employment.  o  o  o  o  o  

Drug court 
helped me 
positively 

manage my 
mental health.  

o  o  o  o  o  

Drug court 
helped me 
positively 

manage my 
substance use.  

o  o  o  o  o  
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Q21 Select your level of agreement with each statement about your overall experience in drug 
court. 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly agree 

I am glad I 
participated in 

drug court.  o  o  o  o  o  
Drug court 

was harmful to 
me.  o  o  o  o  o  

Drug court 
was beneficial 

to me.  o  o  o  o  o  
I am satisfied 

with my 
experience in 

drug court.  
o  o  o  o  o  

 
 

 

 
Q22 Select your level of agreement with each statement about drug use in drug court. 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly agree 

Drug court 
shared 

information 
about safer 
drug use.  

o  o  o  o  o  

Drug 
abstinence 
was drug 

court's top 
priority.  

o  o  o  o  o  
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Q23 Did drug court provide naloxone (e.g. Narcan) to participants? 

o Yes  

o No  

o Unsure/don't know  
 

 

 
Q24 How would you describe your current drug use compared to before drug court? 

o I have not used any drugs since drug court  

o I use  drugs less frequently than I did before drug court  

o I use drugs as often as I did before drug court  

o I use drugs more frequently than I did before drug court  
 

Skip To: Q29 If How would you describe your current drug use compared to before drug court? = I have not used any 
drugs since drug court 

 

 
Q25 How would you describe your current drug use safety compared to before drug court? 

o I use drugs less safely than I did before drug court  

o I use drugs as safely as I did before drug court  

o I use drugs more safely than I did before drug court  
 

 

 
Q26 Have the drugs you currently use changed since you left drug court? If so, what was the 
change and why? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
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Q27 Have you been arrested on drug charges since your time in drug court? If so, how many 
times? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

Skip To: Q29 If Have you been arrested on drug charges since your time in drug court? If so, how many times? = No 

 

 
Q28 Have you been incarcerated for drug offenses since your time in drug court? If so, how 
many times and for how long? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

 

 
Q29 Has anyone you knew from drug court died of an overdose? If so, how many people? 

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

 

Q30 Overall, do you have any other experiences from drug court that you would like to share?  

o Yes ________________________________________________ 

o No  
 

 

 
Q31 If you're interested in speaking with Harm Reduction Ohio about your drug court 
experiences, please leave your email or phone number below. This is optional. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q32 For completing the survey, we will send you $10 as a token of our appreciation. Please 
select an option for receiving payment. 

o Please send over Venmo. Here is my username: 
________________________________________________ 

o Please send over Cashapp. Here is my username: 
________________________________________________ 

o Please send over Zelle. Here is my username: 
________________________________________________ 

o Please send cash. Here is my mailing address: 
________________________________________________ 

o I prefer to not give my information  
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